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 Description  Description 

Providing traction for lunges and push-ups, this Black Pebble Finish Aerobic Mat adds a layerProviding traction for lunges and push-ups, this Black Pebble Finish Aerobic Mat adds a layer
of padding between the body and the floor for comfort during gym and aerobics classes. Theof padding between the body and the floor for comfort during gym and aerobics classes. The
textured mat can be used on its own to deliver a padded surface for training exercises or it cantextured mat can be used on its own to deliver a padded surface for training exercises or it can
be positioned underneath a yoga mat to provide thick, soft cushioning and prevent movementbe positioned underneath a yoga mat to provide thick, soft cushioning and prevent movement
during poses. Complete with sealed borders on all four beveled sides, the mat holds up toduring poses. Complete with sealed borders on all four beveled sides, the mat holds up to
heavy use at the studio.heavy use at the studio.

Adds a layer of cushioning on top of the floor for comfort during aerobics or strengthAdds a layer of cushioning on top of the floor for comfort during aerobics or strength
trainingtraining

Black design blends easily in any studio or fitness areaBlack design blends easily in any studio or fitness area

Durable 0.375 in. thickness is soft to the touchDurable 0.375 in. thickness is soft to the touch

Pebbled surface provides grip for hands and feet for stability during exercisesPebbled surface provides grip for hands and feet for stability during exercises

Rolls easily for compact storage and transport to the gym and backRolls easily for compact storage and transport to the gym and back
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Specifications:Specifications:

Activity: Aerobics, Training, YogaActivity: Aerobics, Training, Yoga

Brand: NoneBrand: None

Color: BlackColor: Black

Color Family: BlackColor Family: Black

Non-Slip Surface(s): YesNon-Slip Surface(s): Yes

Product Height: 0.375 in.Product Height: 0.375 in.

Product Length: 60 in.Product Length: 60 in.

Product Weight: 2.566 lb.Product Weight: 2.566 lb.

Product Width: 24 in.Product Width: 24 in.

Sealed finished bordersSealed finished borders

60 inch L x 24 inch W x 3/8 inch thick60 inch L x 24 inch W x 3/8 inch thick

Brand:Champion BarbellBrand:Champion Barbell
Special Warranty:1 YearSpecial Warranty:1 Year
Unit:EAUnit:EA
Shipment Type:Small PackShipment Type:Small Pack
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